
DOCKSIDE PROJECT
Managing your contents



   I. Acces the backoffice

a. Sign in
Learn where to go to log in to the backoffice

b. Sign out
Sign out is optional, but it’s useful to know where 
to go if you ever need to do so

c. Register
If you don’t have an account yet, registering is 
the first step to any posting

d. Forgotten password 
You might have account, but if you don’t 
remember your password, you won’t be able to 
access it! Know what to do if this happens. 

   II. Manage your posts

a. Creating a post
Learn where to go to create a post and what 
your interface looks like

b. Editing a post
Use links, images, documents, and other tools to 
edit your post

c. Categorizing a post
Learn the difference between tags and categories 
and how to properly tag your posts

d. Publishing a post
Save your draft to work on your article later or 
post it as soon as you’re finished

What you’ll learn 



Before starting: some core vocabulary

Sign in / Sign out
Sign in or Log in is the act of 
connecting yourself to a secured 
account.
Sign out or Log out is the act of 
disconnecting from the secured 
account. 

Home page 
The introductory page of a 
website, typically serving as a 
table of contents for the site.
The home page is visible to 
everyone. 

Front office
The website: the user interface 
visible by everyone visiting the 
website regardless if they have 
access to the back office or not. 

Hyperlink
A link from a hypertext 
document to another location, 
activated by clicking on a 
highlighted word or image.

Back office
The internal operations of an 
website that are not 
accessible or visible to the 
general public. Usually where 
admins and editors post and 
organize the content of the 
website. 

Dashboard
The home page of the back 
office, giving access to different 
elements of the site's 
functionality. 



Accessing the backoffice
Sign in / Sign out
Register
Forgotten password
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         Sign in 

Go to dockside-kh.eu 
Scroll down at the bottom of the webste to find the « Login » box. 
Enter your password and username in the designated boxes. 



Notice the « I am not a robot » feature with the blank box. 
Don’t forget to click the blank box before signing in. 
Once you’re done, click « Log in ». 

         Sign in 



Once you’re logged in, you have access to your dashboard (see below). 
This is where you can post articles. 

         Sign in 



         Sign out You can sign out from the backoffice. Signing out means you will have to sign in again, but 
no one can access the website if you let your computer unattended. 



If you are not yet registered, you need to create an account before accessing the backoffice. 
Click on « Register » from the Login box. 

        Register 



The register form enables you to create an account. 
Fill in the fields indicated with a red dot, as they are compulsory. 
The biographical info is optional, but would provide information on you and your work if 
people are curious to know more about you. 

        Register 



Once you’ve sent the form, you should get an email from Wordpress. If you don’t see the email in 
your inbox, check your Spam, as the email might have been filtered and thus do not appear in your 
regular mail. Click on the activation link to finalize your account. 

        Register 



If you forgot your password, go to « Lost your password? » in the Login box at the bottom 
of the homepage.

       Forgotten password 



You will then need to indicate the email address you used to create your account in the 
designated box. Don’t forget to click on the blank box for « I am not a robot ». 
Click « Get New Password » once you’re done.  Don’t forget to check your spam if the 
email is not in your regular inbox. 

       Forgotten password 



Managing your posts
Creating a post
Editing a post
Tagging and categorizing a post
Publishing a post
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To add / create a post, go to the backoffice once you’ve signed in. 
Click on « Add New » in the Posts tab to go to the Article page. 

        Creating a post 



You should see this page :        Creating a post 



        Editing a post 

Begin writing your article in the designated text area. 
You can edit and change your text like in any regular editing software such as Microsoft 
Word and Open Office. 



Your article will automatically choose « Paragraph » to format the text. 
You can choose other options, especially if you wish to create titles within your article. 
However, always write your main text with « Paragraph » on. 

        Editing a post 



You can use bold, italics, bullet points or numbered lists to organize your content and 
enhance your text.  

        Editing a post 



You can also format your text : align left, center and right. 

        Editing a post 



You can add a hyperlink to another website or page. Highlight the relevant portion of text, 
then select « insert/edit link » and paste the address in the designated box. 
Click on the blue arrow to confirm the link. 

        Editing a post 



The link appears in a blue and underlined text. Users will click on the link and be redirected 
to the hyperlink your indicated. 

        Editing a post 



If you want to remove the link, click on the linked text and choose « remove the link », 
either in the editing bar or the bar opening once you’ve clicked on the link. 

        Editing a post 



You can add documents or images in your post. The images will appear in the article. 
You can use links to the documents you upload so that the reader can click on the link your 
provided and read your document. 

        Editing a post 



        Editing a post The files (documents or images) must be on your computer for you to upload them. 
Many formats can be uploaded (.PDF, .JPG, .DOC, .PNG, etc…)



        Editing a post The files (documents or images) will be added to the online Media Library. 
You won’t have to upload them again. 



An image is editable like a text. You can choose to align it on the left, center or right. 
Click on the pencil to access more options.
Click on the ‘X’ mark to delete the image.

        Editing a post 



If you choose to add a document, upload it via the « Add Media » tab, and instead of 
inserting it into the article, copy the direct link to the document. 

        Editing a post 



Close the tab (without inserting the file) and use an hyperlink to show your readers they can 
click on the text you selected to access a document. 
See below: we added « Read the document » then pasted the link onto the text. 

        Editing a post 



Clicking on the link will open a new page with the document available for reading online, as it is 
now hosted by the website. See the example below.

        Editing a post 



Before posting your article, be sure you added an image to illustrate it. 
Go to « Set featured image ». 

        Editing a post 



Adding a featured image works like adding images or documents to your article. 
Upload the file from your computer and click « Set featured image ». 
Your screen should now display the featured image on the bottom right of the page. 

        Editing a post 



        Tags and categories Once you’re done with your article, you have to choose a category and add tags. 
Only choose a category from the « Topics » tabs. 



Categories

They provide a helpful way to group 
related posts together, and to quickly tell 
readers what a post is about. Categories 
also make it easier for people to find your 
content.

Examples of categories:
Agriculture
Sciences
Environment
etc. 

Tags

They are similar to categories, but they 
are generally used to describe your post 
in more detail.

Examples of tags:
Contract farming, Irrigation, Organic farming
Robotics, Nanotechnology
Global warming, Sustainability, Ecology
etc. 

Tags & categories : what’s the difference ? 



        Tags and categories 

Categories help organize articles uploaded on a website.
You can pick several categories for one article. 
In the example below, we chose « Topics » and then « Agriculture » as sub-topic.
If you don’t pick a category, it will automatically select « Unclassified ».  



        Tags and categories 

Tags add another layer of organisation to your website. People can click on a tag and see 
all the articles tagged the same way. You can tag your name, your subject, the region of 
your research, etc… 



        Publishing a post 

If you don’t have time to finish your article before publishing, you can save a draft 
and work on it again later. 
Wordpress also saves your article automatically at regular intervals. 



        Publishing a post 

To find your article again, go to your dashboard once you’re logged in, and pick « All Posts » 
to find it. Click « Edit » to open the editing page. 
You can see all the posts you saved or posted from the « All Posts » page. 



        Publishing a post 

Almost there! If you wish to see what your article will look like before posting, click on the 
permalink at the top of the page. It will open a preview of your article. 



        Publishing a post 

Once you’re ready to post your article, click « Submit for Review ». 
Your article is not yet posted – it will be reviewed by an admin before being visible on the website.
You can see all your pending articles in « All Posts » from your dashboard. 



Any questions ?
You can find me at
◉ @username
◉ user@mail.me

Happy posting!


